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Abstract 
Product design is a discipline which has existed for thousands of years, and people interact with hundreds, if not 

thousands, of specially-designed objects and products every day. Designing a product requires a sense of 

appreciation for both how it will be used and whether people will want to use it, and efforts to create rules by 

which products should be designed can be found in works over 2000 years old. Efforts have been made to 

reproduce the ability of product design in computer systems, but research into this area is still ongoing, and so 

far no widely-used systems have been created and used to the extent that anyone in the world is likely to 

encounter a product day-to-day which has been designed purely by a computer. This report outlines work which 

attempts to produce a computer system capable of designing interesting and original furniture, specifically desks. 

It uses a genetic algorithm to recognise good and bad designs, and iteratively improve on them in order to 

achieve a useable product. The report also analyses the nature of creativity and how it can be applied to the 

computer system to determine whether the computer is being creative or not. Finally, the report offers 

suggestions on the flaws in the system, and how future work could improve the quality, creativity and 

consistency of the output. 

1 - Introduction 
Product design is one of humanity’s oldest disciplines, with the ability to manipulate materials in our 

environment in order to produce objects specialised to our needs being one of the defining traits which 

separates humans from other animals. Carpentry in particular has existed for millennia, with the earliest 

examples dating from around 7000 years ago [1]. As such, it presents an exciting and interesting field in which 

to apply computational creativity. 

Although computers have been used to assist human designers in the past, and there has been literature 

exploring ways in which computers can be used in this way, it is still unexplored enough that headlines are 

generated when a human brings creative designs assisted by a computer into the real world [2]. Even less 

explored is the territory for computers to produce designs completely unaided. This report demonstrates and 

discusses a system which attempts to produce its own creative designs, unaided by humans, for desks. The 

system uses a branch of artificial intelligence known as Genetic Algorithms to iteratively improve on designs 

based on either a set of default ‘best-case’ criteria (such as standard ergonomic principles) or from human-input 

criteria (where the human is playing the role of a client for the computer designer). 

The report contributes to the literature in the field by exploring the success of evaluation methods without the 

use of a complex physics simulator, intending to be a base case where different ideas can be trialled quickly. The 

report also offers critical analysis of shortcomings in the design process, as well as in the evaluation of the 

design’s creativity, and gives a wide range of suggestions for areas in which future work could be performed. 

The report is organised into sections. Section 2 provides background on the developments in this field, and the 

technologies used for this system. Section 3 details the design and implementation of the software, including 

how the system changed from the original proposal submitted. Section 4 describes the nature of the system 

output. Section 5 critically evaluates the creativity and quality of the system. Section 6 draws conclusions and 

suggests the future work which could be undertaken based on this and other work in the area. 

2 - Background 
Many pieces of software used in product design are used in a co-creative manner, rather than with the intention 

of the software generating a full design itself. Examples include systems which evolve designs for book covers 



based on user input [3], generate more effective adverts by tracking advert engagement [4], suggest detailed 

3D designs based on user-created structures [5] and generate concept sketches for chairs for a human to develop 

into a final product [6]. However, when discussing the subject of computational creativity, it could be considered 

undesirable to require human input, as the commonly-held enmity for ‘design by committee’ (the principle that 

‘too many cooks spoil the broth’) suggests that the best designs are created by an individual, or at most a very 

small group. Systems created to generate designs by themselves are less common, but we can find some 

examples, including a table generation system [7] and a weighing machine designer [8]. Despite the disparity in 

applications of the software for each of these examples, they do inform the reader that a common approach for 

creating all types of software designer is the use of a genetic algorithm (also known as an evolutionary algorithm). 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are algorithms which use the principles of natural selection to evolve increasingly 

stronger solutions to a particular problem, and are first attributed to John Holland [9]. Populations of ‘individuals’ 

(potential solutions) are initially randomly generated, then evaluated using a set of problem-specific fitness 

criteria. The population then undergoes a process of evolution by using techniques such as genetic crossover 

and mutation. This creates a new ‘generation’ of the population, which can be evolved further. An interesting 

aspect of GAs is that they do not necessarily find an optimal solution to the problem, instead only finding 

increasingly strong solutions. This allows for variety in the proposed solutions, and as such allows for a variety 

of designs in the context of product design. 

GAs require criteria to be specified in order to evaluate the fitness of a candidate solution. In the context of 

furniture and desk design, there are a wide range of elements which could be used for this process. Vitruvius’ 

three central themes for architecture, detailed in his work Ten Books on Architecture circa 20-30 BC [10], are 

frequently used as the core principles of furniture design as well [11][12][13]. These themes, translated 

approximately as ‘strength’ (how the furniture is put together), ‘usability’ (how effectively the furniture can be 

used) and ‘beauty’ (the aesthetic quality of the furniture), help to evaluate what a good design is, and suggest 

goals for the table designer system. More quantitative evaluation criteria can be found based on ergonomic 

information related to the design of desks and tables. 

3 - Methodology and Design 
The final implementation of the system uses a genetic algorithm to iteratively produce desk designs. In order to 

reduce complexity, only the usability theme of Vitruvian design [10] is evaluated when evolving designs. Various 

options can be customised, including the maximum dimensions, resolution (size of each cube), useful height, 

and required leg room. The final design of the system changed from the initial proposal. In some cases this was 

because a better method was found, but in others a working implementation could not be found within the time 

constraints. Originally the designs were intended to be points and edges, but due to the complexity of generating 

designs with points and edges, cubes were used instead (similar to building a structure out of building blocks). 

The initial representation can be found as a comment in the code file under the heading ‘Initial genotype creation 

using edges and points’. The 3D Computer-Aided Design tool OpenSCAD was used to view the finished designs, 

rather than drawing an isometric representation as originally planned. Other changes are covered in their 

relevant sections. 

Figure a - an example output from the system. 



3.1 - Fitness evaluation 
The evaluation criteria used were chosen with the aim of producing the most usable design possible, covering 

elements such as table height, leg room, and stability. Each criterion can achieve a maximum score of 

approximately 100, however no bottom limit is applied, to give extra penalty to very poor designs. The total 

achievable fitness is a sum of each individual fitness criterion’s score. Some criteria are weighted more strongly 

than others, reflecting their perceived importance to the design – for example, having leg room in the design is 

a strong requirement, so the calculated score is multiplied by 1.5x before being added to the sum total. 

Mass 
The fitness for mass is a percentage score of the design’s total mass between the maximum possible mass and 

the minimum possible mass. The minimum possible mass is always 0, and the maximum is based on the 

maximum allowed dimensions for the designs. The mass has a weighting of 1.5x in order to encourage less blocky 

designs, and to offset the fact that no strong design can ever have a mass of 0. 

Centre of mass 
The centre of mass of the object is calculated in order to evaluate stability. The centre of mass is calculated and 

evaluated separately for each axis, and makes up 1/3 of the total centre of mass fitness score. Centres of mass 

on the horizontal axes are given a percentage score based on their distance from the middle of the design, and 

the vertical axis is given a percentage score based on the distance from the floor. 

Base stability 
The base stability is an approximate value based on the longest distance covered between the ‘feet’ (points 

which touch the floor) of the design versus the maximum distance which can be covered. An attempt was made 

to implement a more complicated algorithm which would calculate the total area spread between the feet, but 

this was not successful. The non-working code for this implementation can be found as a comment block at the 

bottom of the code file with the heading ‘attempted  implementation of base area’. Due to the approximate 

nature of this evaluation, it has been given a weighting of 0.5x, so that very strong designs are not unfairly 

penalised if they appear to have an imperfect base stability. 

Table top 
The table top fitness evaluates how flat and wide the table top is at the ‘useful height’ (a variable which can be 

changed depending on the user’s needs). It is inspired by Bentley and Wakefield’s method for evaluating table 

flatness [7]. The total possible amount of ‘top’ cubes (cubes with air above them) is calculated at the useful 

height, and then the total number of top cubes at the usable height is found. This value then has the sum total 

of the space differences at the other possible positions subtracted from it. Finally this value is divided by the 

total number of usable spaces at the useful height. My original, more complicated, implementation tried to find 

its own useful height based on the number of top cubes at each level, and can be found  in the code file with the 

heading ‘original implementation of table top evaluation’. 

Figure b - The left design would be very fit, but not score very highly for the vertical axis centre of 
mass. The right design would score highly for stability and mass, but very poorly for usability. 
These designs were not generated by the system, but were manually specified for demonstration. 



Leg room 
The fitness for leg room is calculated by going around the edges of the design and seeing if a pair of legs could 

fit under the desk at any point. The required size can be specified, but by default is based on the author’s desk 

space of 660mm width, 660mm height and 500mm depth. These values are approximated into a 3D cube 

structure, and are compared at each point on each edge to see if there are any cubes blocking the legs. If the 

structure has at least one area where the legs are not blocked, it gets a score of 100. Otherwise, the least-

blocking area is selected as the best area, and a heavily-penalised score is calculated from it. Leg room is very 

important for a desk, so the score given is weighted at 1.5x. 

3.2 - Tournament selection 
When choosing candidates to evolve, tournament selection is used. This is because it is simple to implement, 

supports negative fitness values, and avoids selection bias towards the most fit designs (therefore reducing the 

effect of super-performers who may be stuck in a local optimum). The tournament size, number of generations 

and population size can be adjusted, but most designs were generated with population 100 and tournament size 

10 over 100 generations. 

3.3 - Mutators 
Single-point crossover is used to evolve the designs. A shared crossover point is randomly selected to crossover 

at. An axis is randomly selected, and then the designs are crossed on that axis. Mutation occurs with a chance 

of 1%, and between 1 and 10 cubes are added and removed from the design. These mutators are very standard, 

simple to implement, and are generally effective when used in the evolution process. 

3.4 - Viewing a design 
The program generates .scad files, which is the file type used by the 3D modelling program OpenSCAD. These 

files can then be opened and viewed in OpenSCAD. 

3.5 - Unimplemented features 

Self-originality 
The initial proposal stated that the generator would have a way of storing ‘accepted’ designs, and would be 

penalised for designing something too similar to a previously generated design. This idea was intended to 

increase the originality and creativity of the system (which would be personally creative or P-creative, in the 

terms defined by Boden [14]), but was unfortunately not implemented due to a lack of time available. 

Strength and cost of material 
One of the original ideas was to allow a design to use multiple materials, and to evaluate strength and cost of 

the materials. This proved to be too complicated to be achievable in the time-frame.  

Design aesthetic 
The initial proposal states that a user could supply style constraints (e.g. ‘ornate’) and that style constraint would 

be considered during fitness evaluation. This was also deemed too complicated to achieve in the time available. 

3.6 - Comparison with other papers 

Bentley and Wakefield (1998) 
Bentley and Wakefield’s paper [7], which also attempted to generate tables, used freely-positioned cuboids, 

rather than uniform-cubes on a grid. This allowed for very high-quality, more realistic-looking designs to be 

created. However, the use of uniform cubes manages to simplify the problem, so that fitness calculations (such 

as the table top height and flatness) are more simple to calculate. Bentley and Wakefield’s paper also made use 

of a physics simulator, allowing for much more accurate and complicated fitness scores to be produced. Bentley 

and Wakefield also used more specific constraints, where all of the table’s ideal characteristics were specified 

by the user. In contrast, the desk generator system has more free reign to perform trade-offs based on 

conflicting optimisation objectives. 



4 - Results 
Almost all of the designs generated by the system are fully-usable desks – the only exceptions are that 

occasionally some disconnected cubes can appear floating in the air. The system is very good at making flat-

topped tables at the correct height, and by only enforcing a single area with leg room, some interesting shapes 

can be created in the other areas. The blocks do not usually make the designs appear too basic, and in fact can 

create designs which blend in well with contemporary, simplistic design trends. 

Generally, more interesting designs are created with a small tournament size and a large population, as the 

genetic diversity is kept high. The more interesting designs tend to appear after many generations, as the initial 

generation process tends to create large chunks, and if the process is halted too quickly the design will be very 

chunky, and appear similar to a brick. 

5 - Evaluation 
Although the system is capable of producing designs with stable bases and flat tops (i.e. usable tables), 

evaluating the creativity of the system is more complicated. While there are multiple creativity evaluation 

frameworks which could be used, this paper uses Colton’s Creative Tripod [15] due to its relative simplicity and 

ease with which evaluations can be made. More intensive evaluation could be performed using Ritchie’s Criteria 

[15], but gathering enough data to properly use these was impractical within the time period allowed. However, 

some effort has been made to demonstrate how data could be gathered for use with Ritchie’s Criteria in further 

work. 

5.1 - Colton’s Creative Tripod 
Colton defines three categories in which a system can be creative – skill, appreciation, and imagination. The 

definitions used for these are taken from Jordanous’ slides on Evaluating Computational Creativity [15]. Skill is 

‘the ability to show that the system understands and has some mastery of the area it is working in’, appreciation 

is ‘the ability for a system to critically assess the value of what it produces (and what others produce)’ and 

imagination is ‘the potential for the system to be innovative in how it creates its objects’. It is important to note 

that it is only necessary for the system to be perceived as creative in order to be evaluated as being creative [16]. 

Skill 
In terms of the system understanding the area it is working in, clearly the fact that the system generates 

functional desks with stable bases and flat tops demonstrates an understanding of what a good table design 

involves in terms of usability. It could be argued that mastery is expressed due to its ability to evaluate hand-

made ‘good’ table designs as highly-fit (figure c), showing that the system has an understanding of what a very 

good table is. 

Figure c - A hand-made table design used for 
testing the fitness evaluation. This table was 
evaluated at a very good score of 502 out of a 
maximum score of 552. This maximum is 
unachievable realistically, making the score of 502 
even better. 

Figure d - An invalid (floating) design 
generated by the system, and given a score of 
502 out of 552. 



Appreciation 
As covered in the skill section above, the system can critically assess the value of what it and others create, at 

least in terms of usability. The system is not perfect however – some invalid designs can be evaluated as high-

quality (figure d) due to flaws in the evaluation criteria. Further criteria could be Imagination 

The designs created by the system are generally quite different from most tables which can be seen in the real 

world, which indicates a degree of innovation. However, a lot of the designs produced appear to be similar to 

each other, which could be argued as not being imaginative. If the system was aware of its past designs and 

could use similarity to its previous creations as part of its evaluation criteria, then the system might display more 

variety and imagination in its designs. The fact that some evaluation criteria conflict (e.g. mass vs stability) could 

also allow for more variation in designs, where different designs are generated based on different trade-offs in 

fitness criteria. 

5.2 - Ritchie’s Criteria 
Another creativity evaluation framework is a list of eighteen criteria proposed by Graeme Ritchie [15]. These 

criteria specify that some output should be typical for the field the system is in, some output should be atypical, 

some should be novel, and some of each of these should be highly-valued. Deciding the value of the output can 

prove difficult, but one method which was considered for this system (despite being ultimately unused) was to 

ask a variety of people to score different aspects of a design, such as whether they thought it was useful or 

original. These answers would feed into the Ritchie’s Criteria and allow for a conclusion to be made. The designs 

could be textured and placed into an example scene for more realistic demonstration (figure e). Further work 

could be undertaken to evaluate the system in this way, which may give a more detailed sense of the system’s 

creativity, particularly from a potential user’s perspective. 

 

5.3 - Software quality 
The creative quality of the system is affected by the quality of the software. As previously mentioned, some 

intended features were not implemented in the final version, and so known flaws exist. Some testing that the 

system worked as intended was undertaken, by using hand-made designs to test the fitness criteria worked as 

expected. However, a major flaw of this testing was that no invalid designs were evaluated, so errors in the 

criteria which allowed for floating cubes were not recognised. Suggestions on improvements to the software 

quality are covered in the ‘Future work’ section of the conclusions. 

6 - Conclusions 
In summary, the system discussed in this report could be argued as being both successful in the goal of 

generating desk designs, and in the goal of being creative. Useful, customisable designs are usually generated 

Figure e - An example of a scene which could be used for data collection when evaluating under Ritchie's 
Criteria. A design generated by the system has had a wooden texture applied, and two chairs have been 
placed in areas where the system generated leg room. 



successfully by the system, and it can be argued using Colton’s Creativity Tripod that the system is creative in 

some senses. However, it is clear that this work can be further improved on in a variety of ways. 

Future work 

Fitness criteria 
The fitness criteria can be improved in many ways which would improve the quality and variation of the output, 

and therefore the creativity of the system. The system could use more accurate calculations to evaluate the area 

of the base, which would allow for that fitness criteria to be given higher weighting in the overall fitness. 

Explored, but ultimately unsuccessful solutions involved finding an approximate rectangle for the base, and 

calculating the area of the rectangle. However, a more accurate solution could involve using a physics simulator, 

as demonstrated by Bentley and Wakefield [7]. This would also allow for more accuracy in evaluating the stability 

in other ways, such as simulating weights placed on different areas of the table (an idea also demonstrated by 

Bentley and Wakefield). A greater number of ergonomic standards, such as those laid out by the International 

Organisation for Standardisation, could also be used. 

More fitness criteria could be added in order to evaluate the strength and beauty aspects as discussed by 

Vitruvius [10] – for example, strength could be evaluated by allowing the use of different materials. The physics 

simulator could then accurately simulate different designs and materials under tension, compression, and other 

strength-testing aspects. 

The system could also use other areas of AI, such as a neural network, to learn intuitively what makes a good 

design as part of a co-creative system. In this case, a teacher (human) could give feedback to the student 

(computer) which designs are good and bad. Once the system was consistent enough, it could be considered 

completed, and would not require further teaching (in effect, the system would have ‘graduated’). 

Creativity evaluation 
Ritchie’s Criteria (or another evaluation framework) could be used to more critically evaluate the creativity of 

the system. Methods would have to be explored for gathering data about perceptions of the system, such as the 

method suggested in the ‘Ritchie’s Criteria’ section of this report, and a large amount of data would have to be 

gathered in order to make the evaluation reliable. The system could also track its own past creations, in order 

to have a sense of creativity and self-awareness in its designs, likely boosting the creativity of its designs. 

Inspiration from history can also be taken, and it could be interesting to frame the creation of designs in terms 

of a ‘need’ (such as the need to store water resulting in the creation of wells in Neolithic Europe [1]). 

Representation of the desk 
The use of cubes may be less appropriate than Bentley and Wakefield’s representation [7] using cuboids, and 

building off this work may allow for further advancement in computational creativity for furniture design. 

Additionally, a solution using edges and vertices would allow for truly detailed designs (for example, curves) if a 

working solution could be found. Coming up with a solution in this way would set a very strong foundation for 

future work in this area. 
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